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My platform
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٥Build more public rental housing and
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٥Enact rent control
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٥Push forward universal pension
٥Increase community care services,
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٥Increase funded seats in universities,
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Home Ownership Scheme housing,
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regulate elderly homes, and shorten the
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waiting time

reduce the burden of student loans
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٥Provide adequate and systematic
preservice and on the job training for
teachers

٥The Education Bureau should step
up monitoring of kindergartens,primary
and secondary schools to ensure that
ethnic minority students are treated
equally and without discrimination
at the time of admission and during
school education.
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٥Legislate standard working hours,
and collective bargaining rights

٥Fight for 14week maternity leave and
family friendly policies. Provide appropriate on the job training programs for
ethnic minorities and provide employment information in different languages

٥The public sector should employ
people with the different language skills
to make public services more comprehensive, and ethnic minorities with
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also contribute to society.

٥Adding the right to equal pay for
equal work for different races under the
Racial Discrimination Ordinance

٥provide training on minority services
to frontline staff in different government
departments or public institutions while
also provide interpreting services to
minority service users
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٥Increase health care funding, solve
the shortage of frontline staff

٥
 Assist patients with rare diseases,
strengthen support for caretakers
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Support Us
Heng Sang Bank 263-262750-001
PayMe 5243 4325
Cheque: make cheques properly crossed and
payable to “Lee Cheuk Yan”.
Please state “election donation” on the envelope
and send to the following address:19/F, Wing
Wong Building, 557- 559 Nathan Road, Kowloon
*Call us by 52434325 if you donate more than
$1000
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